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The contribution of non-classical CHax∙∙∙OC hydrogen bonds to the 
anomeric effect in fluoro and oxa-methoxycyclohexanes 

  

Bruno A. Piscelli,a David O’Hagan,b* and Rodrigo A. Cormanicha* 

In this theory study we demonstrate the dominance of non-classical 1,3-diaxial CHax∙∙∙OC hydrogen bonds (NCHBs) dictating  

a ‘pseudo‘ anomeric effect in selectively fluorinated methoxycyclohexanes and also influencing the axial preference in the 
classical anomeric exhibitor 2-methoxytetrahydropyran, a phenomenon which is most often described as a consequence of 
hyperconjugation. Analogues of methoxycyclohexane where ring CH2’s are replaced by CF2 can switch to an axial preference 

and theory methods (NBO, QTAIM, NCI) indicate the dominance of 1,3- CHax∙∙∙OMe interactions over hyperconjugation. For 
2-methoxytetrahydropyran, it is revealed that the global contribution to the anomeric effect is from electrostatic 
interactions including NCHBs, not hyperconjugation, although hyperconjugation (nO → *CO or nO → *CC) remains the main 

contributor to the exo-anomeric phenomenon. When two and three ether oxygens are introduced into the ring, then both 
the NCHB interactions and hyperconjugative contributions become weaker, not stronger as might have been anticipated, 
and the equatorial anomers progressively dominate.

Introduction 

The anomeric effect in the prototype example 2-

methoxytetrahydropyran 1, recognises that the OMe group 

prefers to adopt an axial rather than an equatorial orientation 

contrary to classical effects in monosubstituted cyclohexanes. 

The origin of the anomeric effect has been debated for several 

decades, with insights from different perspectives giving rise to 

the development of competing working hypotheses. These 

various interpretations derive from steric, electrostatic and 

hyperconjugative considerations. The most widely discussed 

explanation for the anomeric effect invokes 

hyperconjugation.1,2,3,4,5 In the case of 2-

methoxytetrahydropyran 1 this is facilitated in the axial 

conformer where there is an antiperiplanar relationship between  

a lone pair of the (endo) ring oxygen 2p-type and the antibonding 

orbital of the exocyclic C-O bond (nO → *CO overlap) (Figure 

1a). This is reciprocated by hyperconjugation between a lone pair 

of the (exo) methoxyl oxygen and the endocyclic bond (nO → 

*CO overlap). These interactions constitute the endo and exo 

anomeric effects respectively. However, there is also more 

efficient dipole-dipole relaxation between the two C-O bonds in 

the axial conformer and thus electrostatics also favour an axial 

preference for the OMe substituent (Figure 1b), which was 

pointed out to be the effect that rules axial preference by Mo et 

al. by applying the block-localized wavefunction method.6 Then 

there is greater nO/nO steric hindrance in the equatorial 

conformer, which has parallel 2p-type nO filled orbitals again 

favouring the axial conformer (Figure 1c).7,8,9,10 Finally and most 

recently, non-classical hydrogen bonds (NCHBs) such as 

transannular CHax∙∙∙OC interactions have been proposed by 

Nishio11 and supported by Wiberg12 and Cuevas13 which 

introduce a further electrostatic factor. NCHBs occur when an 

electronegative atom (in this case O) interacts with a covalently 

bound X-H hydrogen but where the X atom is of moderate to low 

electronegativity (in this case C).14,15 These authors11-13 and 

particularly Wiberg12 have argued an increasing significance for 

electrostatic interactions in determining the anomeric effect with 

a decreasing emphasis on the more widely propagated 

hyperconjugation model. It is the NCHB interactions which form 

the focus of this work, where we deconvolute [using Natural 

Bond Orbital (NBO) analysis,16 Quantum Theory of Atoms in 

Molecules (QTAIM)17 and Non Covalent Interactions (NCI)18] 

their contributions relative to hyperconjugation, and provide 

quantitative support to this revision, in an approach which 

extends from a deeper analysis of our recent observations of 

‘pseudo’ anomeric effects in cyclohexanes 2, 4, 5 and 8.19 The 

conformational preference of methoxycyclohexane is equatorial 

(by ~ -0.45 kcal mol-1),19 but  
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Figure 1. Representation of the effects used to explain the origin of the axial 

preference in 2-methoxytetrahydropyran. a) nO → *CO Hyperconjugation in the 
endo (pink) and exo (blue) anomeric effects, b) Dipole moment minimisation, c) 
nO/nO 2p-type steric repulsion and d) CH∙∙∙OMe stabilising interactions. 
 

it can be strongly influenced by the strategic placement of 

fluorine atoms. Both experiment and theory have demonstrated 

that cyclohexane 2, which has a CF2 group in place of the ring 

oxygen relative to tetrahydropyran 1, prefers an axial geometry 

(by 1.22 kcal mol-1) with a very similar bias in energy to 1 (1.10 

kcal mol-1) as illustrated in Figure 2. Perhaps more surprisingly 

cyclohexane 4 with a distal CF2 group, also prefers an axial 

geometry (0.74 kcal mol-1) and the preference is increased in 5 

(2.06 kcal mol-1) where there are two CF2 groups, and it increases 

again in 8 (3.04 kcal mol-1), with three CF2 groups. These results 

pointed towards the importance of CHax∙∙∙OC NCHBs, dictating 

the conformational preferences in cyclohexanes 2, 4, 5 and 8, and 

where increasing the number of CF2 groups increases the axial 

preference. Consistent with this analysis, when the 

electropositive Hax atoms are replaced by electronegative Fax 

atoms, then the equatorial conformers become more stable (eg. 3 

and 7), to avoid CFax∙∙∙O(Me) electrostatic repulsions.19 

In this paper we explore these phenomena further. We 

anticipated that positioning additional equatorial F atoms at 

positions 3 and 5 as in methoxycyclohexane 10 would further 

increase this axial preference, however we disclose now that the 

calculated Gibbs free energies for this equilibrium unexpectedly 

decreases, and all the equilibria for cyclohexanes 9-12 indicate 

that the axial preference is much more attenuated relative to 2, 4 

and 5, and in the case of 10-12 the equatorial conformers are 

close to isoenergetic with the axial conformers. The study was 

then extended to oxa-methoxycyclohexanes which display more 

classical anomeric effects. 

 

Results and Discussion 
 

NBO analysis was used to deconvolute the relative contributions of 

hyperconjugation, electrostatics and steric effects. NBO16 analysis 

contracts the molecular orbitals into natural bonding orbitals, 

localising every electron in the molecule to bonds and lone pairs and 

reproducing a Lewis representation of the molecule. Nevertheless, 

NBO also generates unoccupied, antibonding orbitals that can accept 

electron density, leading to electron delocalisation and therefore, 

hyperconjugative effects. In this way by deleting all unoccupied 

orbitals, it is possible to calculate the energy of a hypothetical 

molecule [ΔE(L)] where all bonding orbitals have an occupancy of 2 

electrons and the distribution is governed only by classical effects. A 

comparison of this energy with the electronic energy of the molecule 

[ΔE(T)] offers a measure of the non-Lewis contribution, and therefore 

the contribution of hyperconjugative effects [(ΔE(NL)]. Table 1 

summarizes those energies for molecules 1-18, as well as their Natural 

Coulomb Energy [(ΔE(NCE)], which takes into account the Coulomb 

equation (ENCE = A,B 𝑄𝐴𝑄𝐵/𝑅𝐴𝐵) using atomic charges from NPA 

for the calculation of the molecular electrostatic energy,20 and the 

energy obtained from the Natural Steric Analysis [(ΔE(NSA)],21 

which gives the energies associated with intramolecular steric 

repulsions.  

As previously observed,19 the stability of methoxycyclohexanes 1-5 

and 7-8 rely on Coulomb electrostatic interactions. When ΔE(NCE) is 

positive, the equilibria favour the axial anomer and in general, the 

more positive the NCE energy the higher this anomeric preference. 

For instance, ΔE(NCE) is +8.84 and +28.34 kcal mol-1 for 2 and 8, 

respectively, and the G penalty for placing the methoxyl group in an 

equatorial orientation in these cases is 1.22 and 3.40 kcal mol-1, 

respectively. A similar trend is observed for 9 with a 0.59 kcal mol-1 

axial preference and a +4.71 kcal mol-1 NCE energy. However, for the 

series 10-12, despite additional geminal F atoms in the ring, the 

electrostatic contribution increasingly supports an equatorial 

preference for OMe. Counterintuitively, the atomic charges obtained 

from the natural population analysis (NPA; see Table S60) on the Hax 

atoms at positions 3 and 5 in these rings are more positive when there 

 

 
Figure 2. Calculated ax/eq preferences for compounds 1-12 calculated at the M06-
2X/aug-cc-pVTZ level in terms of Gibbs free energies (kcal mol-1). 
 

 
 ΔE(T) ΔE(L) ΔE(NL) ΔE(NCE) ΔE(NSA) 

1 1.39 4.11 -2.72 0.41 -1.39 

2 1.36 9.16 -7.80 8.84 -1.61 

3 -0.80 -1.01 0.21 -1.37 -2.43 
4 1.08 3.73 -2.65 3.50 -3.38 

5 2.28 10.61 -8.33 14.71 -1.66 

6 2.96 13.34 -10.38 22.18 -0.31 
7 -2.53 -5.84 3.31 -5.54 -0.62 

8 3.81 14.50 -10.69 28.34 -0.81 

9 0.79 5.19 -4.40 4.71 0.01 
10 0.60 -3.11 3.71 -0.75 -1.79 

11 0.41 -2.41 2.83 -2.01 -1.57 

12 0.47 -2.33 2.80 -0.31 -1.50 

13 -0.35 -3.26 2.91 -9.16 -2.51 

14 -0.25 5.51 -5.76 -0.04 -2.84 

15 1.26 7.38 -6.12 5.03 -1.71 
16 0.90 2.88 -1.98 0.25 -1.27 

17 -1.59 -4.16 2.57 0.82 -4.29 

18 0.03 5.90 -5.87 2.18 -0.83 

      
Table 1. NBO analysis relative energies (in kcal mol-1) obtained at the M06-2X/aug-
cc-pVTZ theoretical level for compounds 1-18, where ΔE(T) is the electronic, ΔE(L) 
the Lewis, ΔE(NL) the non-Lewis, ΔE(NCE) the electrostatic and ΔE(NSA) the steric 
energies. Positive values represent a preference for the axial conformer and 
negative ones for the equatorial conformer.  

are no geminal F atoms. This appears to be the result of an inversion 

in the atomic charge of the C3 and C5 carbons, since both are 

negatively charged in 2, 4, 5 and 8, however they become positively 

charged when F atoms are attached in 9-12. Considering that the 

Coulombic potential decays quadratically with the distance, it appears 

to be more favourable to reduce the positive atomic charges on the 

3,5-Hax atoms in order to minimise short-range 1,2-+C-+H 

repulsions, than to increase their charge to accommodate long-range 

NCHB interactions with the methoxyl group. Hence, the NCE 
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interactions show that the NCHBs are much weaker when there are 

geminal F atoms attached to C3 and C5 (~15.5 kcal mol-1
 in 12ax) 

compared to their lesser fluorinated analogues (eg. ~18.2 kcal mol-1 

in 8ax). 

A significant interaction in the equatorial conformers of 9-12 occurs 

between the C3-Fax/C5-Fax fluorines and the electropositive C1-Hax 

hydrogen, geminal to the OMe group. NCI iso-surfaces show that 

there is an attractive Van der Waals interaction between these axial 

fluorines (3,5-Fax) and the C1-Hax hydrogen. It emerges from the NCE 

analysis, that these CFax∙∙∙HaxC interactions range from between -8.6 

to -10.0 kcal mol-1 in stabilisation energy, depending on the nature of 

the local electron-withdrawing CF2 groups influencing the 

electropositive charge on Hax or the electronegative charge on Fax. 

The importance of electrostatic interactions in stabilising the axial 

conformers in 1, 2, 4, 5, 8 and 9 is further supported by their calculated 

Gibbs free energy equilibria values in solvents of increasing polarity. 

As shown in Table S58 there is an energy penalty of 1.22 kcal mol-1 

in the gas-phase for placing the OMe group in an equatorial position 

in 2. This is 3.40 kcal mol-1 in the case of 8. However, this energy 

difference shrinks gradually through CHCl3, CH2Cl2 and acetone, as 

the intramolecular electrostatic interactions are weakened in the more 

progressively polar solvents. The anomeric preference in acetone 

decreases to 0.20 kcal mol-1 and 1.12 kcal mol-1 in 2 and 8, 

respectively. 
 

 

Figure 3. Calculated NPA atomic charges in atomic units (blue = positive, red = 
negative) at the M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ level and with electrostatic interactions in 
kcal mol-1 (in italics, negative represent stabilizing and positive represent 
destabilizing) for compounds 2-12. A: In the axial conformers, the positioning of 
equatorial F atoms at C3 and C5 of the ring make the axial H atoms less positive, 
weakening NCHBs. B: F atoms at positions C3 and C5 stabilise interactions with C1-
Hax in the equatorial conformers. 

In contrast to that observed for compounds 1-8, hyperconjugative 

effects, and particularly the 3,5-σCHax → 4-σ*
CFax interactions, govern 

the higher electronic stability of the axial over the equatorial 

conformers in 10-12. Two σCHax → σ*
CFax are possible in an axial 

conformer, whereas these are replaced by σCFax → σ*
CFax in the 

equatorial conformers (Figure S6). Because of the higher electron 

donating character of a σCH over a σCF orbital, hyperconjugative 

interactions are stronger in the axial conformers. This is evident in the 

ΔE(NL) values which indicate axial stabilisation of the methoxy 

group by 3.71 kcal mol-1, 2.83 kcal mol-1 and 2.80 kcal mol-1 in 10, 11 

and 12, respectively. 

The study was now extended to oxa-heterocycles 13-18 which were 

selected to contain up to three ether oxygens relative to the original 

methoxycyclohexane ring system and to include systems such as 15, 

16 and 18 which should display classical anomeric phenomenon. The 

structures and the equilibria of analogues 13-18 are represented in 

Figure 4 and calculated energy values are shown in full in Table S58. 

Most notably, despite the structural similarities between the two 

classes of compounds, the anomeric preferences for the oxygenated 

molecules are very different to that observed for the 

fluorocyclohexane analogues. Although 1 and 2 have approximately 

 

 

Figure 4. Calculated ax/eq preferences for compounds 1 and 13-18 calculated at the 
M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ level in terms of Gibbs free energies (kcal mol-1). 
 

the same interconversion barriers (1.10 and 1.22 kcal mol-1, 

respectively), the same pattern is not observed for analogues 4 and 14, 

where the former prefers the axial conformer (by 0.74 kcal mol-1) and 

the latter the equatorial conformer (by 0.36 kcal mol-1). Also, the axial 

preference of 2.06 kcal mol-1 in 5 decreases to 1.02 kcal mol-1 in the 

oxygenated analogue 15. Even more curious is the observation that 18 

prefers the equatorial conformer, when its fluorinated counterpart 8 

has a large axial preference (by 3.40 kcal mol-1). It appears that 

CHax∙∙∙OC NCHB interactions are less important for these oxygenated 

ether analogues. A deconvolution of the total energy contributions for 

the oxygenated analogues using NBO analysis (Table 1), reveals an 

overall decrease in the electrostatic E(NCE) contribution including 

NCHB interactions. For instance, the CHax∙∙∙OC interactions are 

approximately 12-15 kcal mol-1 for 1, 12 kcal mol-1 for 14 and only 

10-12 kcal mol-1
 for 15 and 18 (Figure 5). These same interactions are 

in the range of 15.5-18.4 kcal mol-1 for 2, 4, 5 and 8 and increase with 

the number of CF2 groups in the molecule (Figure 3). It is noteworthy 

that in 18, which contains three ether oxygens, and where it might be 

expected to show the strongest CHax∙∙∙OC NCHBs, as observed with 

the three CF2 groups in 8, then the opposite behaviour is observed. 

This is now rationalized by the charge on the Hax atoms, which are 

significantly less positive in 13-15 and 18 and contrasts with the trend 

observed for 2, 4, 5 and 8. The Hax atom become progressively less 

positive as the number of ether oxygens increase, as can be observed 

by comparing the Hax atom charges in 1ax (+0.17-0.20 au), 15ax (+0.14 

au with two ring O atoms) and 18ax (+0.14-0.15 au with three ring O 

atoms) in Figure 5. The strongest NHCBs are observed in 1 (15.2 kcal 

mol-1) and 13ax (15.8 kcal mol-1) systems where there are Hax atoms 

that are not geminal to O atoms. It is noteworthy that other methods 
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for calculating atomic charges such as Chelp,22 ChelpG,23 QTAIM,17 

Hirshfeld (CM5),24 MK25,26 and Mulliken27 give different magnitudes 

(Tables S59-S65). Most notably CHelpG predicts lower relative 

values than NPA (Figure S9 in the ESI), with all atoms much less 

positively or negatively charged. Indeed, the Hax atoms show larger 

positive values relative to NPA, but CHelpG calculates very similar 

values for these same atoms, and particularly for the oxa-heterocycles.  

One can understand why Hax atoms are less positively charged in the 

oxygenated analogues by investigating hyperconjugative interactions 

involving the *CHax orbitals as acceptors (Figure 6). In the axial 

conformers of 1 and 13-18 there are nO → *CHax hyperconjugative 

interactions in the range of 5.9-8.0 kcal mol-1, which indicates that the 

vicinal O atoms are donating charge to the Hax atoms, and 

consequently decreasing their positive charge and weakening the 

strengths of the electrostatic CHax∙∙∙OC NCHB interactions. 

Moreover, -O-O destabilizing electrostatic interactions between the 

ring oxygen(s) and the methoxyl oxygen (Figure 6) are minimized if 

the O atoms donate charge to Hax atoms through hyperconjugation. 

This makes the Hax atoms less positively charged, weakening 

CHax∙∙∙OC NCHB strengths, and at the same time decreasing +C+Hax 

and -O-O electrostatic repulsions. Thus, the balance between 

electrostatic stabilisation/destabilisation is modulated by 

hyperconjugation. 
 

 
Figure 5. Calculated NPA atomic charges in atomic units (blue = positive, red = 
negative) at the M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ level and with electrostatic interactions in 
kcal mol-1 (in italics, negative represent stabilizing and positive represent 
destabilizing) for molecules 1 and 13-18. 
 
 

1ax 13ax 6ax 

   

nO(2) → σ*
CHax 

7.98 kcal mol-1 

2  nO(2) → σ*
CHax 

7.84 kcal mol-1 

(each) 

2  σCHax → σ*
CFax 

5.81 kcal mol-1 

(each) 

   
Figure 6. Hyperconjugative interactions in compounds 1 and 13 between ring O 

atoms and *CHax donate charge to Hax and thus are responsible for lowering the 

energy of NCHBs in oxygenated compounds, while in 6 the σCHax → σ*
CFax 

hyperconjugation withdraws charge from Hax and thus strengthen the NCHBs. 
Interaction energies were calculated at the M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ theoretical level. 

The equatorial conformer of 17 is significantly preferred over the axial 

conformer by 1.81 kcal mol-1 although the preference is reduced by 

comparison with tetrafluorocyclohexane 7, which has an equatorial 

preference of 3.05 kcal mol-1. This comparative reduction arises 

because in 17ax the methoxy group is directed toward the ring, as 

observed in the potential energy surfaces in Figure S5, enabling 

NCHB interactions between the ring O atoms and two of the methoxyl 

H atoms. The characterization of this interaction as NCHBs is 

supported by the formation of bond critical points (BCP) in QTAIM 

analysis, connecting the bridging atoms and by blue-coloured 

isosurfaces in NCI (Figure 7). The formation of such stabilising 

interactions is partially countered by steric repulsion as evidenced by 

the high value of ΔE(NSA) in 17 (Table 1).  

 

            
 
Figure 7. From left to right: 17 calculated NPA atomic charges in atomic units (blue 
= positive, red = negative) at the M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ level. Electrostatic 
interactions are in kcal mol-1 (in italics, negative represent stabilizing); QTAIM 
molecular graph: bond critical points (BCP, green) and ring critical points (RCP, red); 
NCI isosurfaces using reduced density gradient (RDG) = 0.5 and blue-green-red color 
scale ranging from -0.02 < sign(λ2)ρ(r) < 0.02 a.u. 
 
An interesting outcome here is the significant difference in energy for 

the axial preference between analogues 6 (2.56 kcal mol-1) and 16 

(0.44 kcal mol-1) (see Fig 2 and Fig 4). The Hax atoms are much less 

positively charged in 16 weakening the CHax∙∙∙OC NCHB interactions 

(13.0-13.9 kcal mol-1 for 16 and 16.4-16.7 kcal mol-1 for 6) and as a 

result tetrafluorocyclohexane 6 has a much higher axial preference as 

indicated by G in Figures 2 and 4. Furthermore, 1 has a greater axial 

preference than 16, despite 16 having an additional oxygen with a 

capacity to participate in a nO → *CO hyperconjugative interaction. 

This is contrary to expectation unless it is realised that the axial 

preference in 1 is dominated by electrostatics rather than 

hyperconjugation as is illustrated by the E(NL) values in Table 1. 

Although the nO → *CO hyperconjugative interactions in 1 and 16 

are locally stabilising, the total molecular hyperconjugation 

contribution, E(NL) actually favours an equatorial conformation in 

both compounds by ~2.0-2.7 kcal mol-1. It is the larger overall 

electrostatic contribution that dictates the axial outcome. This is 

contributed by the strength of the 3-CHax∙∙∙OC NCHB interactions in 

1 (15.2 kcal mol-1) and to a lesser degree in 16 (13.9 kcal mol-1) as 

illustrated in Figure 5. This outcome arises in turn from the less 

positive atomic charge on the 3-C-Hax hydrogens in 16 due to 

neutralising nO → *CHax hyperconjugative interactions from the 

additional O atom. The NCHB interaction values and Hax atomic 

charges reduce even further in 18, which has a third oxygen atom, and 

the overall bias now is unexpectedly towards an equatorial preference. 

In this way, NBO indicates that electrostatics are the main driving 

force for all compounds in this work that prefer the axial geometry as 

suggested by the electrostatic contribution [E(NCE)] in Table 1; and 

that the fluorinated analogues have higher axial preferences because 

their Hax atoms are more positively charged than in the oxa-

heterocycles, thus forming stronger NCHBs. 

 Moreover, the effect of ring distortion between axial and 

equatorial conformers was evaluated (Cremer-Pople puckering 

coordinates28) as a potential contributor to the equilibria for all of the 

compounds studied (Table S66 in the Supporting Information). 

However, the θ the Q values are almost invariant between the 
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equatorial and axial conformers, and we conclude that relative ring 

puckers are not significant here. 

Finally, we examined the contribution of NCHBs to the exo-anomeric 

effect particularly as it has been shown experimentally that the exo-

anomeric effect has a more dominant hyperconjugative contribution 

than the endo-anomeric effect.29 The exo-anomeric effect, considers 

the methyl group orientation of the OMe group in an axial 

conformation. This can be observed in Figure 8 which presents 

rotational energy curves for 1ax and 2ax. The preferred dihedral angles 

for H-C-O-Me in an anomeric situation such as prototype 1, fall in the 

range of 30-60 consistent with hyperconjugative interactions 

between a lone pair of the methoxyl O and the *CO antibonding 

orbital. When the angle is at 300o then the OMe methyl group, rather 

than an oxygen lone pair, occupies the anti-periplanar 

hyperconjugative site, disabling the nO → *CO interaction. Optimal 

hyperconjugations are found in 1ax and 15ax (15.0-16.0 kcal mol-1 of 

stabilisation) at ~50 as expected, and in the case of the CF2 containing 

cyclohexanes, less strong nO → *CC interactions are found in 2ax, 5ax 

and 13ax (7.8-10.7 kcal mol-1), at a slightly narrower angle of ~30 

(see Figure S8). Interestingly 1ax and 15ax show a deep minimum at 

50 consistent with a gauche preference, and then there is a barrier of 

about 4 kcal mol-1 at 300 where nO → *CO interactions are disabled. 

It should be noted that both gauche orientations continue to 

accommodate CHax∙∙∙OC NCHB interactions. The difference in the 

energies of these two interactions is ~2.0 kcal mol-1, therefore this 

suggests that hyperconjugation contributes at least 50% (another 2.0 

kcal mol-1) to the exo-anomeric effect in prototype 1ax and in 15ax. For 

the CF2 systems 2ax and 5ax, they show a similar general profile but 

with a much reduced barrier (~1 kcal mol-1) at the 300 minima 

indicating a much reduced nO → *CC hyperconjugative contribution 

(Figure S8). The reduced barrier is much more consistent with the 

smaller difference (less than 1 kcal mol-1) in electrostatic energy 

stabilisation between the two possible CHax∙∙∙OC NCHBs in these 

conformers (Figure 3).  

 

1ax 

 

 

nO(2) → σ*
CO = 15.0 

  

2ax 

 

 

nO(2) → σ*
CC = 10.5 

 
Figure 8. Calculated potential energy curves (left) obtained by scanning the H-C-O-

Me dihedral angles in 10 increments at the M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ theoretical level 

for 1ax and 2ax. nO → *CO and nO → *CC hyperconjugative interactions (right) are 
also shown together with their energy stabilization in kcal mol-1. 
 

The axial conformer of 3-methoxytetrahydropyran 13ax offers an 

interesting contrast (Figure S8). It can form only one weak CHax∙∙∙OC 

NCHB and it has weaker nO → σ*
CC stabilisation (7.8 kcal mol-1) when 

compared to 1ax (15.0 kcal mol-1) and 15ax (16.0 kcal mol-1) and thus 

there is a lower barrier (2 kcal mol-1) between the 50 and 300 

minima, again highlighting an important role for hyperconjugation in 

the exo-anomeric effect in systems such as 1ax and 15ax.  

 

Conclusions 
 

The outcomes here confirm that electrostatic CHax∙∙∙OC NCHB 

interactions are the dominant contributor to an axial preference for 

fluoro-methoxycyclohexane analogues 2, 4, 5 and 8 when ring CH2 

groups are replaced by CF2 at positions 2, 4 and 6. NCHB interactions 

become more important with increasing CF2 substitution because the 

C3-Hax and C5-Hax hydrogen atoms become increasingly 

electropositive. However, an unexpected outcome was the 

observation that when fluorine atoms are placed at geminal equatorial 

orientations at C3-FeqHax and C5-FeqHax such as in cyclohexanes 9-12, 

the ‘pseudo’ anomeric effect diminishes as the geminal Hax atoms are 

less electropositive. Progression of the analysis to the more ubiquitous 

oxa-heterocycles demonstrates that the anomeric preferences for 16 

with two anomeric oxygens, and then again with 18 with three, 

becomes significantly less than the anomeric prototype 2-

methoxytetrahydropyran 1. Both hyperconjugation and NCHB 

(CHax∙∙∙OC) interactions are weaker than those found in the 

fluoroanalogues. This arises because the ring oxygen atoms donate 

electrons to the Hax atoms through nO → *CHax hyperconjugative 

interactions, making these oxygens poorer anomeric donors and the 

axial hydrogens less positively charged, and thus poor NCHB donors. 

None-the-less these electrostatic interactions dominate the 

hyperconjugation contribution in dictating an axial preference but 

progressively less with increasing oxygen atoms. These observations 

support the current revision of the anomeric effect which argues an 

increasing role for electrostatics.11,12 Finally, hyperconjugation was 

shown to be the most significant contributor to the exo-anomeric 

effect in which nO → *CO or nO → *CC interactions stabilise a 

gauche geometry and where the CHax∙∙∙OC NCHB interactions are 

relatively weaker. 
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